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QMobile L1
Here comes QMobile new model L1 with 
a whole new lineup of  mobile phones that 
differs apart from the old and more round-
ed type of  design and dim colors. QMo-
bile L1 has hundred of  preset and pre 
installedbollywood ringtones where as it 
also supports "Handset Locator" feature. 
Power phone packs a supplied battery of  
1000mAh. So QMobile's L1 will always 
keep you going, one battery charge is 
sufficient for an operation of  up to 15 
hours of  talk time and up to 170 hours of  
standby time. QMobile L1's ANI or 
automaticnumberidentification feature 
allows you to see the caller's complete 
phone number, even if  he tries to hide it. 
In QMobile sharp L1, all calls are kept 
recorded in the memory.

QMobile L2
Presenting QMobile bar phone L2, A 
classical model that supports the simulta-
neous use of  two Mini SIM-cards with 
significant advantages. There is a simple 
but bright screen on QMobileL2, it's a 1.8 
inch QQVGA TFT display with a resolu-
tion of  120x160 pixels. Supported capaci-
ty of  microSD memory cards is up to 8 
gigabytes. QMobile's L2 received one 
piece plastic body and no front camera 
unfortunately, but there is a smart camera 
on the back. Bluetooth is present on QMo-
bile Slim L2 and battery for this phone is 
also decent, with a capacity of  1000mAh. 
The charge provides up to 4 hours of  talk 
time, waiting time is not specified. QMo-
bile L2's speaker beeping, giving a low 
battery signal? No worries!

Voice V140
Voice V140 comes with sleek design & 
good grip , Get ready to stay occupied 
through the day with Voice V140, Stay 
connected with your friends on your new 
Voice V140 through test messages, enjoy 
smart camera and make photos using 
Voice V140.  

Rivo Classic C100
Dual Sim, 2G, GPRS
Form Factor Standard
Operating System Other 
Expandable upto 16 GB 
Display 1.8 inches QQ VGA, 128 x 160 
pixels 
Digital Camera 
1000 mAh 5C Battery

Club A1
It's not just another mobile from club it's 
A1. With Dual SIM and Dual memory 
card slot features of  Club A1, Staying in 
touch is fun. Get more from life with Dual 
Memory card slots, store pictures, music 
or whatever you like because life is fun 
with Club's A1. No need to buy the expen-
sive phones for quality display as wide 1.8 
QVGA Screen of  Club A52 will provide 
you with the real taste of  large display. If  
you've got the time, Club A52's highness 
have got the best smart digital camera for 
easy breezy beautiful photos. Battery of  
A52 by Club wins again with 1000 mAh, 
providing long lasting backup according 
to your expectations. Privacy Lock feature 
of  Club Mobile A52 will make everything 
better along with mobile tracking feature.

Gfive Z5
The GFive Z5 has 2.4 Inches, ( 240*320 ) 
LCD screen. GFive Z5 takes photos & 
videos using Yes camera, with th great 
features of  . GFive Z5 enables users to 
capture sharp, detailed video, pictures & 
Recording. GFive Z5 equips Dual Core 
1.2 GHz processor with N/A Chipset. 
GFive Z5 has built-in No for high end 
performance.
GFive Z5 has phonebook with 500 entries 
.GFive Z5 gives a great talk-time with 
1600 mAh Battery. 

QMobile 
Here comes QMobile new model L1 with 
a whole new lineup of  mobile phones that 
differs apart from the old and more round
ed type of  design and dim colors. QMo
bile L1 has hundred of  preset and pre 
installedbollywood ringtones where as it 
also supports "Handset Locator" feature. 

RS.

1,490

QMobile 
Presenting QMobile bar phone L2, A 
classical model that supports the simulta
neous use of  two Mini SIM-cards with 
significant advantages. There is a simple 
but bright screen on QMobileL2, it's a 1.8 
inch QQVGA TFT display with a resolu
tion of  120x160 pixels. Supported capaci

RS.

1,550

Voice 
Voice V140 comes with sleek design & 
good grip , Get ready to stay occupied 
through the day with Voice V140, Stay 
connected with your friends on your new 
Voice V140 through test messages, enjoy 
smart camera and make photos using 
Voice V140.  

RS.

1,550
RS.

1,625

Club 
It's not just another mobile from club it's 
A1. With Dual SIM and Dual memory 
card slot features of  Club A1, Staying in 
touch is fun. Get more from life with Dual 
Memory card slots, store pictures, music 
or whatever you like because life is fun 
with Club's A1. No need to buy the expen

RS.

1,800

The GFive Z5 has 2.4 Inches, ( 240*320 ) 
LCD screen. GFive Z5 takes photos & 
videos using Yes camera, with th great 
features of  . GFive Z5 enables users to 
capture sharp, detailed video, pictures & 
Recording. GFive Z5 equips Dual Core 

RS.

1,750
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Rivo Phantom PZ15
A salute to the Rivo Awesomeness, new 
Phantom PZ15 is actually an epitome of  
endless perfection. Now handle all your 
work related tasks much more swiftly and 
conveniently than ever before. With Rivo 
Phantom PZ15's powerful 1.7 ghzoc-
ta-core processor, get more done with less. 
The embodiment of  pure amazement and 
encapsulation of  awesome features, The 
new Rivo Phantom PZ15 comes with a 
long life battery that never betrays. With 
its 2000 mAh power packed battery, you 
can be pretty sure of  a great Rivo Phan-
tom experience that continues without 
any hitch or glitch. Ever seen an elegance 
that inspires? Well, the slim, sleek & 
stylish smartphone AKA Phantom's PZ15 
is meant to make a lasting impression.

Sony Xperia E4
As Sony revealed the Xperia E3 last year 
in early september not so long ago which 
proved to be quite a decent mid range 
handset now we are hearing about Xperia 
E4. Rumored to be the perfect match for 
those who appreciate smartphones as the 
best means of  real time online communi-
cation. This Sony model is said to be very 
compact in size and has a very minimum 
overall weight, carrying a capacious 
battery Xperia E4 will allow for a long 
time to talk and listen to the music without 
having to worry about recharging. With 
spacious amount of  internal memory 
Xperia E4 is going to be equipped with 
1GB of  RAM to make an intensive use of  
superior applications and games.

Sony Xperia E3
You all expect something good from sony 
but what if  a phone like Xperia E3 makes 
you smile, Great isn't it? Experience the all 
new Sony Xperia E3 available in not just 
two but four amazing colors, including 
copper, yellow, black and premium white. 
This Great grandson of  Sony Xperia E is 
materialized for your routine day adven-
tures, just about ready for everything you 
throw at it. Sony's Xperia E3 assures you 
the same old quality by combining the 
latest 4G technology in an elegant and 
sleek design. Sony Xperia E3's body is as 
light as a feather making it operable by a 
single hand making it an excellent easy to 
handle device. Snapping pictures with 
Sony Xperia E3 user friendly camera.

Nokia Lumia 625
Upgrade to the big-screen experience, 
Nokia Lumia 625 comes with 4.7 inches 
IPS LCD capacitive touchscreen display 
gives you more space for watching videos, 
browsing, playing games and using apps, 
The gentle curves and unique semi-trans-
parent shell of  the Nokia Lumia 625 give 
it a look that you'll love showing off, & 
you can always swap colours with the 
changeable shells Nokia Lumia 625 
equips 5MP Camera, Get more action in 
the shot, create action shots, remove 
objects, blur backgrounds & capture the 
best smiles, Editing your photos is a snap 
on the big screen, Get instant updates 
from friends & apps on Nokia Lumia 625 
to your start screen with Live Tiles.

Voice Xtreme X5
Pakistan's 1st Octa-Core, Voice Xtreme 
X5 is the self  proclaimed fastest smart-
phone by Voice, the pioneer of  Octa-Core 
Technology in Pakistan. Voice's Xtreme 
X5 goes the distance with blazing fast 
performance and a sleek design that sets it 
apart from the rest. Want to own the 
fastest smartphone with features that 
exceeds all expectations? Then pay atten-
tion to Xtreme X5 by Voice. With an 
amazing 440 ppi pixel density on a fairly 
larger 5 inches multi touch screen, 
Xtreme's X5 provides an unforgettable 
experience of  watching videos and images 
in excellent quality. Loaded with an 
Octa-Core processor, Voice Xtreme X5's 
2GB of  RAM ensures higher performance 
without any hiccups. 

QMobile Noir X900
Introducing QMobile new generation 
Noir X900 smartphone that will be a 
wonderful addition to your image. The 
phone assures high performance, impres-
sive features and all of  that at a low cost. 
QMobile Noir X900's new design adds to 
the solidity of  the smartphone and brevity. 
The device is convenient and comfortable 
in the hand thanks to the rounded edges of  
QMobile Noir X900. The Smartphone 
attracts with its superb 5.0 inches display 
with IPS-matrix , due to the wide viewing 
angle you can watch videos in any 
position. The screen of  QMobile Noir X 
16GB supports a brilliant high definition 
resolution of  1280x720 pixels and has a 
gorgeous overall color reproduction. And 
on top of  that QMobile's Noir X900.
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Rivo Phantom 
A salute to the Rivo Awesomeness, new 
Phantom PZ15 is actually an epitome of  
endless perfection. Now handle all your 
work related tasks much more swiftly and 
conveniently than ever before. With Rivo 
Phantom PZ15's powerful 1.7 ghzoc
ta-core processor, get more done with less. 

RS.

18,750

Sony 
As Sony revealed the Xperia E3 last year 
in early september not so long ago which 
proved to be quite a decent mid range 
handset now we are hearing about Xperia 
E4. Rumored to be the perfect match for 
those who appreciate smartphones as the 
best means of  real time online communi

RS.

16,000

Sony 
You all expect something good from sony 
but what if  a phone like Xperia E3 makes 
you smile, Great isn't it? Experience the all 
new Sony Xperia E3 available in not just 
two but four amazing colors, including 
copper, yellow, black and premium white. 
This Great grandson of  Sony Xperia E is 

RS.

19,000

Upgrade to the big-screen experience, 
Nokia Lumia 625 comes with 4.7 inches 
IPS LCD capacitive touchscreen display 
gives you more space for watching videos, 
browsing, playing games and using apps, 
The gentle curves and unique semi-trans
parent shell of  the Nokia Lumia 625 give 

RS.

22,500

Voice 
Pakistan's 1st Octa-Core, Voice Xtreme 
X5 is the self  proclaimed fastest smart
phone by Voice, the pioneer of  Octa-Core 
Technology in Pakistan. Voice's Xtreme 
X5 goes the distance with blazing fast 
performance and a sleek design that sets it 
apart from the rest. Want to own the 

RS.

20,500

QMobile 
Introducing QMobile new generation 
Noir X900 smartphone that will be a 
wonderful addition to your image. The 
phone assures high performance, impres
sive features and all of  that at a low cost. 
QMobile Noir X900's new design adds to 
the solidity of  the smartphone and brevity. 

RS.

18,500
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Huawei Honor 3C
Huawei confirms the arrival of  Honor 3C 
smartphone in Pakistan, Managing to 
attract the attention, all eyes are on the 
new Huawei Honor 3C, an affordable 
Quad-Core smartphone that's in every-
ones reach. Having a fast & furious 
processor under the hood Huawei's Honor 
3C has got 1.3GHz MediaTek MTK6582 
quad-core processor further supported by 
2GB of  RAM along with Huawei Honor 
3C's 8GB built-in storage. A support for 
micro-SD cards is also provided, up to 
32GB that seems quite enough to store 
any type of  data on Honor 3C by Huawei. 
Running on the popular Android 4.2 
operating system, Huawei 3C is loaded 
with Emotion UI 2.0. 

Huawei Honor 4C
Huawei strengthens its lineup with Honor 
4C smartphone in Pakistan, a truly 
marvellous phone decorated with a stylish 
case made of  composite materials having 
a thickness of  just 7.9 mm. The screen of  
Huawei Honor 4C takes up 76% of  the 
front of  the smartphone and the logo on 
the back panel is inspired by the tradition-
al Chinese embroidery. Textured back of  
Huawei's Honor 4C imitates silk coating, 
whereby smartphone fits comfortably in 
your hand. This was achieved by a special 
surface polishing. In addition to Huawei 
Honor 4C's rear panel, a special diamond 
machining process passes the main 
camera, acquiring elegant appearance at 
the same time. 

Huawei P8 Lite
World renown brand Huawei hits again 
the masses with a smaller version of  the 
famous flagship feature set. P8 Lite smart-
phone that supports two SIM-cards. The 
device is equipped with Huawei battery 
that enables P8 Lite to live longer with a 
capacity of  2,200 mAh. With full 2GB of  
RAM and huge built-in storage capacity 
of  16GB, P8 also has a slot for microSD. 
Lite version supports communication 
standards LTE Cat 4, UMTS and GSM, 
its Octa-core powerful processor HiSilicon 
Kirin 620 provides a stable continuous 
operation P8 Lite is powered by Android 
™ 5.0 with company's own proprietary 
user interface Emotion UI 3.0. The smart-
phone has a thin and slim body. 

Huawei Ascend G7
The wait is over! Huawei provides a new 
vision to the smartphone designs with 
Ascend G7, with ultra thin metallic body 
to fit your lifestyle for a little less pressure 
and a little more pleasure. With an elegant 
design Huawei equipped latest addition 
Ascend G7 with 5.5 inch screen, unlike 
other Ascend phones with plain display 
it'shumpy screen provides much better 
viewing angles. With unique curves this 
latest Ascend adds a premium touch to the 
G7. Loaded with ultra snapshot feature to 
capture the life with ease, as in Ascend 
G730 to reduce the hassles and make your 
life a little more joyful. Just as the high end 
device Ascend P7 released few months 
back, G7 also features super fast 4g LTE 
for life.

Huawei Mate 7 Gold
Hello to the Huawei's most Powerful and 
easy to use smartphone Ascend Mate 7 
Gold, a stylish and ultra-thin smartphone 
that will surprised you in the most pleas-
ant of  manners by Huawei company's 
limitless possibilities. Mate 7 Gold is all 
about the golden colour of  latest handset 
having a powerful processor like Mate 2, 
with eight cores and two gigabytes of  
RAM. A large amount of  internal 
memory of  Mate out of  16 gigabytes on 
the unit 7 Gold will be preoccupied with a 
variety of  entertainment content as well as 
operating system. Built-in memory as we 
already saw in Mate 2 can be easily 
expanded. Huawei's Ascend always 
supported additional cards in every Mate 
possible. 

Huawei P8
Lights, Camera, Action! Huawei Brings 
out P8, A perfect combination of  ultimate 
aesthetics and haptic experience enclosed 
in a metal unibody made with the most 
advanced nano-manufacturing technolo-
gy. Huawei P8 in result is a complete, 
seamless enclosure that fits perfectly in 
your hand. Nothing stands out so conspic-
uously, the camera closes precisely provid-
ing perfect handling. Huawei's P8 makes 
your life smarter, the new generation of  
Kirin 930 processor offers you increased 
performance with lower fuel consump-
tion. Huawei P8's all eight cores work on 
64-bit to provide you with more power 
and speed than you have ever expected 
from a smartphone. It makes more of  your 
photos other than just a memory.

CURRENT MOBILES
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Huawei 
Huawei confirms the arrival of  Honor 3C 
smartphone in Pakistan, Managing to 
attract the attention, all eyes are on the 
new Huawei Honor 3C, an affordable 
Quad-Core smartphone that's in every
ones reach. Having a fast & furious 
processor under the hood Huawei's Honor 

RS.

19,000

Huawei 
Huawei strengthens its lineup with Honor 
4C smartphone in Pakistan, a truly 
marvellous phone decorated with a stylish 
case made of  composite materials having 
a thickness of  just 7.9 mm. The screen of  
Huawei Honor 4C takes up 76% of  the 
front of  the smartphone and the logo on 

RS.

21,000

RS.

29,999

Huawei 
Hello to the Huawei's most Powerful and 
easy to use smartphone Ascend Mate 7 
Gold, a stylish and ultra-thin smartphone 
that will surprised you in the most pleas
ant of  manners by Huawei company's 
limitless possibilities. Mate 7 Gold is all 
about the golden colour of  latest handset 

RS.

57,000

Huawei 
World renown brand Huawei hits again 
the masses with a smaller version of  the 
famous flagship feature set. P8 Lite smart
phone that supports two SIM-cards. The 
device is equipped with Huawei battery 
that enables P8 Lite to live longer with a 
capacity of  2,200 mAh. With full 2GB of  

RS.

25,800

Lights, Camera, Action! Huawei Brings 
out P8, A perfect combination of  ultimate 
aesthetics and haptic experience enclosed 
in a metal unibody made with the most 
advanced nano-manufacturing technolo
gy. Huawei P8 in result is a complete, 
seamless enclosure that fits perfectly in 

RS.

49,999
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QMobile Noir X2 
AgayateChagaya! QMobile Throws out 
Noir X2 Smartphone that belongs to the 
low-cost segment, but this has a seamless 
effect on its technical and functional capa-
bilities. QMobile Noir X2 is equipped 
with a Dual-Core processor with a clock 
speed of  1.3 GHz, which speaks in favor 
of  power. QMobile Noir X2's processing 
power is quite good but the volume of  its 
RAM is only 512MB and built-in memory 
is also just 256MB. It's very first device in 
QMobile Noir X family that has such a 
low ram and internal space but you'll 
always be able to expand it up to 32GB. 
QMobile's Noir X2 has a 3.5 inch bright 
LCD display that actively supports 
multi-touch up to five fingers, the capaci-
tive touch guarantees.

QMobile Bolt T50
QMobile offers decent Bolt T50 mobile 
phone to present you with maximum 
comfort in any type of  operation, no 
matter where ever you are. Represented by 
a trendy design, QMobile Bolt T50 was 
developed accurately after observing 
several screen size surveys and customer 
feedback on what display size are mostly 
in demand. QMobile Bolt T50's heart 
received most fulfilling speed due to a 
powerful 1.0 GHz processor that runs on 
the latest in town Android 4.4 KitKat 
operating system. QMobile Bolt T family 
provides unsurpassed graphics, ultra-fast 
performance and maximum utilization of  
the battery power at a very attractive price 
tag. QMobile's Bolt T50.

QMobile Noir X6
Fun never ends! QMobile proudly 
presents Noir X6, it surely does not have 
wings but attracts everyone primarily with 
its multi color bodies. 4 inch WVGA LCD 
display of  QMobile Noir X6 produce 
subtle and of  course, the most accurate of  
colors. Proper location of  the control 
buttons on QMobile Noir X6's colorful 
body promise improved ergonomics while 
maintaining significant exterior that today 
is an important aspect when choosing a 
QMobile Noir X device. 1.3 GHz Dual 
Core processor provides Sufficient perfor-
mance when using a large arsenal of  
software in QMobile's Noir X6. It ensures 
trouble-free operation of  almost any appli-
cation that you download from Google.

QMobile Bolt T200
QMobile reveals colorful Bolt T200 having 
powerful Quad-Core processor, Dual SIM slot 
and full 3G support. Designed and Manufac-
tured in strict monolithic body with multi 
colors, QMobile Bolt T200 is a new word in 
the designing world of stylish smartphones 
with a nice touch at the rear panel. Soft to 
touch material and QMobile Bolt T200's 
slightly rounded corners are not only beautiful 
but also convenient for daily use. Comfort is 
dictated all over by the size of this QMobile 
Bolt T device and a bright 4.7 inch display with 
a hefty resolution of 800 x 480 pixels is conve-
nient enough. Manufacturer deliberately 
narrowed the scope of the QMobile's Bolt 
T200 display parameter to give the smart-
phone an elegant and graceful look.

QMobile Noir X30
QMobile presents new Noir X30, a low 
end attractive smartphone. Today's stylish 
and moderately stringent modern mobile 
phone market is full of  sensational candy 
bars, but unlike QMobile Noir X30, much 
of  them are very large models and could 
hardly fit in the hand, a small purse or 
even a tight pocket of  your jeans. QMobile 
Noir X30's latest version is all about being 
friendly, a design that could easy fit both 
the genders whether you are a guy with 
strong fingers or a girl with fragile hands. 
QMobile Noir X has a deep black body 
color to be strict and laconic, a small 
touch-sensitive button below the display 
only dilute its monolith pleasant light. 
QMobile's Noir X30.

QMobile Linq X70
Introducing QMobile premium smart-
phone LinQ X70, an elegant model for an 
infinite communication experience that 
has never been seen before. Available in 
many stunning colors, the new QMobile-
LinQ X70 is the first model of  it's stylish 
series that will allow you to stay in touch 
with all of  your family and friends. This 
compact model of  QMobileLinQ X 
family is designed for two SIM-cards that 
will save you the time while choosing 
between the two operators. And not only 
that but QMobileLinQ X70's Dual-SIM 
feature allows you to separate business 
and personal calls. The smartphone also 
has a long life battery with a good capacity 
of  1500 mAh. 
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QMobile 
AgayateChagaya! QMobile Throws out 
Noir X2 Smartphone that belongs to the 
low-cost segment, but this has a seamless 
effect on its technical and functional capa
bilities. QMobile Noir X2 is equipped 
with a Dual-Core processor with a clock 
speed of  1.3 GHz, which speaks in favor 

RS.

4,950

QMobile 
QMobile offers decent Bolt T50 mobile 
phone to present you with maximum 
comfort in any type of  operation, no 
matter where ever you are. Represented by 
a trendy design, QMobile Bolt T50 was 
developed accurately after observing 
several screen size surveys and customer 

RS.

4,950

QMobile 
Fun never ends! QMobile proudly 
presents Noir X6, it surely does not have 
wings but attracts everyone primarily with 
its multi color bodies. 4 inch WVGA LCD 
display of  QMobile Noir X6 produce 
subtle and of  course, the most accurate of  
colors. Proper location of  the control 

RS.

5,450

powerful Quad-Core processor, Dual SIM slot 

tured in strict monolithic body with multi 

the designing world of stylish smartphones 
with a nice touch at the rear panel. Soft to 

RS.

6,750

QMobile 
QMobile presents new Noir X30, a low 
end attractive smartphone. Today's stylish 
and moderately stringent modern mobile 
phone market is full of  sensational candy 
bars, but unlike QMobile Noir X30, much 
of  them are very large models and could 
hardly fit in the hand, a small purse or 

RS.

6,500

QMobile 
Introducing QMobile premium smart
phone LinQ X70, an elegant model for an 
infinite communication experience that 
has never been seen before. Available in 
many stunning colors, the new QMobile
LinQ X70 is the first model of  it's stylish 
series that will allow you to stay in touch 

RS.

8,500
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QMobile Noir LT250
QMobile presents 4G Noir LT250, The 
company is present on Pakistani territory 
for many years now and have already 
pointed out a range honorable entry 
phones. QMobile Noir LT250 marks a 
new stage for the company as it is not only 
the company's first 4G phone, but also the 
cheapest of  all the LTE compliant smart-
phones at the moment. This Time QMo-
bile Noir LT family had to part with his 
longtime partner MediaTek, and turns to 
NvidiaTegra 4i instead. If  you are really 
deep in to the technology and the 
thepromises of  QMobile's Noir LT250 
then it is by far the best 4G smartphone at 
the moment in terms of  quality, price and 
performance. 

QMobile Noir LT150
Yet again! QMobile quietly unveils Noir 
LT150, another 4G supported gem for you 
to always stay connected the speedy way 
and also to show off  and have something 
to brag about in front of  your pals. QMo-
bile Noir LT150 has a built-in support for 
one SIM card, allowing you to 
optimizecommunication costs and the 
mobile Internet packages at the same time. 
On top of  4G, QMobile Noir LT150's 
wireless technology AKA Wi-Fi will 
make sure that you get access to the fastest 
communication and information resourc-
es in a convenient way. QMobile Noir LT 
devices has some of  the best and brightest 
high resolution screens and in this case it 
has a 4.7 inch LCD display. 

QMobile Linq LT600
In this spring QMobile LTE handset LinQ 
LT600 can connect you the ultimate way. 
If  you are looking for a mobile device that 
would be able to fully meet your needs, 
then you should stop your eyes on the new 
QMobileLinQ LT600. This device 
projects high efficiency in everyday chores 
and comes with a wide range of  different 
functions to literally blow you away. 
QMobileLinQ LT600's 5.0 inch IPS 
(OGS+ LTPS) High Definition Display 
with a resolution of  1280x720 pixels will 
give you superb image quality with high 
color contrast. The new QMobileLinQ LT 
gadget is ultra slim at just 6.9mm however, 
It should be noted that the novelty has a 
powerful quad-core processor. 

QMobile Noir Z8
Dream big with QMobile, Presenting 
stylish Noir Z8 4G LTE smartphone with 
5.0 inch super amoled high definition 
display so that you can enjoy living in a 
world of  endless possibilities. Modern 
high performance smartphone QMobile 
Noir Z8 handset is able to cope with any 
sort of  problem that seize to exist in 
today's most advanced world, making the 
device ideal for both work and non stop 
entertainment. QMobile Noir Z8's solid 
black body has a powerful 1.2GHz 
quad-core snapdragon processor by Qual-
comm and not one but 2GB of  RAM with 
16GB of  built-in storage. The characteris-
tics of  new QMobile Noir Z guarantees a 
fast and efficiently high end performance.

QMobile Noir Z8 Plus
QMobile proudly presents Noir Z8 Plus, a 
phablet that is hardly conventional yet an 
incredibly stylish smartphone and an 
upgrade to the king of  Z family released 
earlier, QMobile's Noir Z8, the younger 
brother. In fact, it is a novelty not only in 
the market for digital technology in gener-
al but also in the lineup of  QMobile Noir 
Z family. By itself, it is a Large smart-
phone with a slim and trimmed body. 
Dimensions are still compact even consid-
ering it as a phablet. Design of  QMobile 
Noir Z8 Plus is intentionally made very 
succinct, that seems to be inviting every-
one openly to take a closer look at its 
technical specs. QMobile Noir Z8's Plus is 
a phablet that you can safely brag about to 
your friends. 

QMobile Noir X950
2G + 3G + 4G LTE Network Supported 
Smartphone, Dual sim / Dual Standby 
Smartphone, Amdroidver 5.0.2 LolliPOP 
Operating System, 5.0 Inches (1280x720) 
Super AMOLED Display, 16 GB Internal 
Storage with 2 GB RAM, 13.0 Megapixels 
autofocus Back Camera + 5MP Front
MicroSd Support Up to 32GB Memory 
Card (Nano-Sim/MMC), 1.5 GHz Qual-
comm Snapdragon 410 Octa Core Proces-
sor, GPRS / EDGE / SPEED / HSDPA 
/ LTE / Bluetooth / GPS / Java
Proximity Sensor / Axis-Accelerometer 
Sensor / G-Sensor / More...
2500 mAhLithiom Ion Non-Removable 
Strong Battery
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QMobile 
QMobile proudly presents Noir Z8 Plus, a 
phablet that is hardly conventional yet an 
incredibly stylish smartphone and an 
upgrade to the king of  Z family released 
earlier, QMobile's Noir Z8, the younger 
brother. In fact, it is a novelty not only in 
the market for digital technology in gener

RS.

21,000

RS.

18,900

2G + 3G + 4G LTE Network Supported 

autofocus Back Camera + 5MP Front

RS.

26,900

QMobile 
In this spring QMobile LTE handset LinQ 
LT600 can connect you the ultimate way. 
If  you are looking for a mobile device that 
would be able to fully meet your needs, 
then you should stop your eyes on the new 
QMobileLinQ LT600. This device 
projects high efficiency in everyday chores 

RS.

17,900

QMobile 
Yet again! QMobile quietly unveils Noir 
LT150, another 4G supported gem for you 
to always stay connected the speedy way 
and also to show off  and have something 
to brag about in front of  your pals. QMo
bile Noir LT150 has a built-in support for 
one SIM card, allowing you to 

RS.

10,900

QMobile 
QMobile presents 4G Noir LT250, The 
company is present on Pakistani territory 
for many years now and have already 
pointed out a range honorable entry 
phones. QMobile Noir LT250 marks a 
new stage for the company as it is not only 
the company's first 4G phone, but also the 

RS.

16,600
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Microsoft Lumia 730
Your worries are over. Nokia takes care of  
your selfie needs by presenting the Lumia 
730 DualSIM, turning a "Selfie" phone into 
a reality microsoft rolled it out officially at 
the pre IFA event. Nokia featured its latest 
Lumia 730 with a front 5.0 megapixel 
camera with a primary focus on selfies and 
video calling on skype. Lumia devices fitted 
with wide angle lens as 730 can easily beat 
other devices of  the same genre. There are 
two variants of  this phone: Lumia 735 
having 4G LTE and single sim& the other 
version is Lumia 73 supporting Dual SIM 
with 3G, 730 does not have 4G LTE and 
will carry an affordable price tag for 
Pakistani market. 730 is equipped with 5.0 
Mega Pixel sensor on the front having a 
wide angle f/2.4 22 mm lens.

Microsoft Lumia 640 XL
Microsoft Devices accidently announced 
the Lumia 640 XL a sophisticated, stylish 
and reliable smartphone under Microsoft 
Lumia family. A convenient and efficient-
ly multifunctional model having thin 
plastic body conceals a fast and powerful 
Lumia processor that allows you to easily 
and comfortably use the gadget for 
communication, entertainment and work. 
Lumia 640 is built on the platform of  a 
4-core processor Qualcomm Snapdragon 
400 with 1GB of  "RAM" and graphics 
accelerator Adreno 305. Due to the 
installed operating system Windows 
Phone 8.1 users can comfortably control 
the Lumia smartphone, using an extensive 
set of  standard applications. Built-in 
Microsoft Office runs smoothly on 16 GB 

Microsoft Lumia 540
With Microsoft new handset Lumia 540 
Dual SIM, get ready to experience life 
without limits. As the name implies, the 
new product supports the ability to use 
two SIM-cards. Lumia 540 has a 5-inch 
display with HD resolution (1280 × 720 
pixels, pixel density of  294 PPI). The 
device contains a Qualcomm Snapdragon 
processor 200 with a frequency of  1.2 
GHz. Microsoft have provided it with 
1GB of  RAM and Lumia handset's 
internal flash memory is of  8GB. To 
expand the capacity of  internal storage 
you can do so with the help of  MicroSD-
memory cards up to 128 GB. Also this 
Lumia Dual SIM provides 15 GB of  disk 
space when using OneDrive.

Microsoft Lumia 535 Dual 
Microsoft Devices just commenced the 
Lumia 535 Dual SIM, initial smartphone 
released under the Microsoft Lumia Tags. 
Build nicely the handset is installed with a 
5.0 inch qHD screen and scamper on 
Windows Phone 8.1 with Lumia Denim. 
These come with a 5.0 megapixel auto 
focus camera sensor with LED flash and a 
5.0 MP sensor on the front with lens that 
are able to snap a broader viewing angle. 
Apart from hauling an extra SIM card 
slot, both Lumia 535 alternatives are 
motorized by a 1.2GHz quad-core proces-
sors based on Snapdragon 200 mainframe. 
This is joined with a 5.0 inch qHD screen, 
1GB of  RAM, 8 GB of  inside storage, a 
microSD card slo.

Microsoft Lumia 532
Latest of  Microsoft handset, The Lumia 
532 is a unique windows phone having the 
most latest of  Operating system and the 
most high tech hardware. Equipped with 
an advanced and powerful Snapdragon 
processor having four cores Lumia 532 is 
ready to take on any challenge in a much 
more responsive way and best of  all it 
comes loaded with microsoft office appli-
cations and skype. Like Apple's siriLumia 
has Cortana, always prepared to assist you 
with routine assignments. if  you want 
think you wont be able to remember some-
thing just tell cortana and she'll remind 
you. Unlike the android the lumia phones 
let you fully customisethe your whole look 
including the Start screen to provide you.

Microsoft Lumia 430
New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of  less than 100 euros 
which is clearly designed to help the 
beginners. Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, 
Lumia 430 has a reasonable resolution of  
800 x 480 pixels. In the small display size 
which gives a pixel density of  235 ppi, The 
processor of  Microsoft is Qualcomm's 
Dual core Snapdragon having a Lumia 
clock speed of  1.2 GHz. The RAM is 1GB 
as we usually see in the Android smart-
phones. The built-in flash memory of  
8GB is quite big, a slot for micro SD cards 
is installed on the new Lumia. it supports 
both UMTS frequencies 900 and 2100 
MHz and quad-band GSM networks. LTE 
is not present.
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Microsoft 
New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of  less than 100 euros 
which is clearly designed to help the 
beginners. Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, 
Lumia 430 has a reasonable resolution of  
800 x 480 pixels. In the small display size 
which gives a pixel density of  235 ppi, The 

RS.

7,950

Microsoft 
Latest of  Microsoft handset, The Lumia 
532 is a unique windows phone having the 
most latest of  Operating system and the 
most high tech hardware. Equipped with 
an advanced and powerful Snapdragon 
processor having four cores Lumia 532 is 
ready to take on any challenge in a much 

RS.

12,050

Microsoft Devices just commenced the 
Lumia 535 Dual SIM, initial smartphone 
released under the Microsoft Lumia Tags. 
Build nicely the handset is installed with a 

Windows Phone 8.1 with Lumia Denim. 
These come with a 5.0 megapixel auto 

RS.

13,900

Microsoft 
With Microsoft new handset Lumia 540 
Dual SIM, get ready to experience life 
without limits. As the name implies, the 
new product supports the ability to use 
two SIM-cards. Lumia 540 has a 5-inch 
display with HD resolution (1280 × 720 
pixels, pixel density of  294 PPI). The 

RS.

16,250

Microsoft 
Microsoft Devices accidently announced 
the Lumia 640 XL a sophisticated, stylish 
and reliable smartphone under Microsoft 
Lumia family. A convenient and efficient
ly multifunctional model having thin 
plastic body conceals a fast and powerful 
Lumia processor that allows you to easily 

RS.

23,750

Microsoft 
Your worries are over. Nokia takes care of  
your selfie needs by presenting the Lumia 
730 DualSIM, turning a "Selfie" phone into 
a reality microsoft rolled it out officially at 
the pre IFA event. Nokia featured its latest 
Lumia 730 with a front 5.0 megapixel 
camera with a primary focus on selfies and 

RS.

28,950
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Samsung Galaxy Core Prime
Don't get deceived, Samsung unveils sleek 
looking Galaxy Core Prime, loaded with 
sheer power and all the most needed 
fundamental ingredients, The Korean 
smartphone giant Samsung some how 
managed to to keep the core at just 8.8 
mm slim. Samsung's designers are too 
good at Squeezing all the entertaining 
elements together and stuffing it into a 
delicately sleek handset. Time to explore 
the Galaxies, The new edition of  Prime is 
loaded with the fastest 1.3 GHz 
Quad-Core processor capable of  provid-
ing the samsung's handset with enough 
power to meet the most demanding needs 
of  your modern computing tasks. The 
Core Prime packs a huge 4.5 inch screen 
despite being marketed as a delicately.

Samsung Grand Neo Plus
Korean giant's latest high end innovation, 
Samsung Galaxy Grand Neo is incorpo-
rated with 5 inches large display to satisfy 
the wishes and whims of  today's interac-
tive media users. With sleek and slimmer 
framed design, Samsung's Galaxy Grand 
Neo easily gets a nice fit in your palm. 
Choose any from the classic colors includ-
ing White, Black, Orange and Lime 
Green. Samsung Galaxy Grand Neo's 
powerful 1.2 GHz Quad-Core processor 
not only performs routine tasks but allows 
the user to enjoy seamless videos and 
relish apps usage. Galaxy Grand Neo by 
Samsung is for ultimate satisfaction, 
providing great multitasking experience 
and perfect overall multimedia perfor-
mance. 

Samsung Grand Prime
Here we go again! Samsung Presents all 
new Galaxy Grand Prime, a smartphone 
with the ability to excel since its presence 
in the market has caused many people's 
attention. Samsung equipped it with the 
best of  what's available in today's grand 
world after Samsung's careful calcula-
tions. Despite having considerable 
features, the price is very affordable. Ques-
tion is should you join the world of  Galax-
ies? having a square design, Prime is 
wrapped around in a plastic body with 
diamond polished edges, This Samsung's 
Smartphone has a pretty slim size bearing 
an exact thickness of  8.6mm. Plastic parts 
of  Grand Prime are glossy so it is quite 
well resistant to dust and fingerprints. 

Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo
The Most Premium Dual Sim Loaded 
with lots and lots of  features, Samsung 
Galaxy S3 Neo will get you on life's most 
precious and important things like staying 
in touch with the friends and family. 
Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo is a step ahead 
of  being smart, it artistically satisfies your 
daily demands by planning and working 
like you. The S Voice feature of  Samsung's 
Galaxy S3 Neo listens to your voice to 
shut off  the alarm or to accept or reject 
calls and if  thats not enough it's camera 
also listen to your voice for that instant 
click. Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo's Social 
tag features can automatically tag your 
friend and family in the pictures with the 
social feeds. direct call feature of  Samsung 
Galaxy S3 Neo is just amazing,

Samsung Galaxy E5
Very curious to get Samsung's new Dual 
SIM? Well Galaxy E5 can work with 2 
SIM cards, A gadget that is purely intend-
ed for a wider audience. For this purpose 
Samsung has given it a more affordable 
price tag, but had to sacrifice some of  the 
features in favour of  its big brother. In 
particular, Samsung Asmart devices are 
different in many ways including if  you 
consider the hardware and features. 
Recently, Samsung has moved away from 
their traditional plastic housings as in 
Galaxy S4 new smartphones like the 
Galaxy S7 are now created from metal 
Samsung now uses very small amount of  
plastic on the Galaxy devices resulting in 
soft and pleasant to touch surface.

Samsung Galaxy E7
What's Next? Samsung's newly introduce-
dupcominghandset, Galaxy E7 is the talk 
of  the town after the specifications go viral 
on a benchmarking website. The new 
Samsung handset is emerging as a new 
middle class phablet and is getting ready 
to conquer the 2015. After the release of  
the Samsung A series smartphones outfit-
ted with a high quality metal casing to 
defeat Apple and its iPhone. Samsung 
apparently now plans for another series, 
not as a Galaxy S5 successor or the 
Galaxy S6 big brother but this time 
Samsung want to expand it'sphablet series 
apart from Galaxy note devices. The 
recent launches from the company include 
the most liked phablet series ever the 
Galaxy Note 4 and the Galaxy Note Edge.

What's Next? Samsung's newly introduce
dupcominghandset, Galaxy E7 is the talk 
of  the town after the specifications go viral 
on a benchmarking website. The new 

middle class phablet and is getting ready 
to conquer the 2015. After the release of  

RS.

35,500

Samsung 
Very curious to get Samsung's new Dual 
SIM? Well Galaxy E5 can work with 2 
SIM cards, A gadget that is purely intend
ed for a wider audience. For this purpose 
Samsung has given it a more affordable 
price tag, but had to sacrifice some of  the 
features in favour of  its big brother. In 

RS.

29,500

RS.

25,000

Samsung 
Korean giant's latest high end innovation, 
Samsung Galaxy Grand Neo is incorpo
rated with 5 inches large display to satisfy 
the wishes and whims of  today's interac
tive media users. With sleek and slimmer 
framed design, Samsung's Galaxy Grand 
Neo easily gets a nice fit in your palm. 

RS.

17,200

Samsung 
Here we go again! Samsung Presents all 
new Galaxy Grand Prime, a smartphone 
with the ability to excel since its presence 
in the market has caused many people's 
attention. Samsung equipped it with the 
best of  what's available in today's grand 
world after Samsung's careful calcula

RS.

20,000

Samsung 
Don't get deceived, Samsung unveils sleek 
looking Galaxy Core Prime, loaded with 
sheer power and all the most needed 
fundamental ingredients, The Korean 
smartphone giant Samsung some how 
managed to to keep the core at just 8.8 
mm slim. Samsung's designers are too 

RS.

15,000
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Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge
Your eyes must never have seen such glare 
ever. Very well executed Galaxy S6 and 
new Galaxy S6 edge are the most attractive 
smartphone handsets released recently. 
Having all high chances to catch the fancy 
eye of  the public always looking for some-
thing unique, any one of  the new Galaxy 
S6 or Galaxy S6 edge will do the magic. 
not so long ago, the engineers just relied on 
the 6 rules of  business i.e increasing CPU 
power, RAM, space, screen resolution, size 
or new OS. All Edged Galaxy S6 has a 
slight bend on both sides, The slim Galaxy 
S6 handset boasts full metal and yet 
acquired a sleek look beyond imagina-
tions. Loaded with the latest Cutting-Edge 
design these new handsets add a new 
dimension to the Galaxy flagship with 
their 2K super amoled displays of  5.1 inch. 

Samsung Galaxy S6
The latest flagship from Samsung, 
Samsung Galaxy S6 is the extreme 
simplicity of  Metallic design. Equipped 
with 2.3GHz Octa-Core processor, 3GB 
RAM and 4K Ultra HD high-definition 
video recording capabilities, Samsung 
Galaxy S6 is a beast of  a machine ready to 
blow anything in it's way. GALAXY S6 
minimalist appearance of  Samsung's new 
perfect masterpiece.it's narrow frame 
design allows 5.5 -inch High resolution 2K 
Super AMOLED large screen get broader, 
along with a sophisticated strap hole 
designed to allow users show personal 
style. Samsung Galaxy S6 brings an unpar-
alleled texture taste to your life, equipped 
with the new Assistant Menu "Quick Pick" 
feature.

Samsung Galaxy A7
Samsung reveals Galaxy A7, A stylish 
smartphone with metallic body, rugged 
corners and endless possibilities. Samsung 
Galaxy A7 is exactly what you need as a 
modern user. A perfect handset for viewing 
email, messaging, watching movies and 
playing exciting games.unlike Samsung 
Galaxy A5 any information or content gets 
perfectly displayed on its 5.5 inch HD 
screen carrying a resolution of  720x1280 
pixels. The Samsung A7 also known as 
SM-A700, perfectly conveys the colors on 
screen like a boss, Samsung's Galaxy A5 
responds to multiple simultaneous touches 
allowing you to communicate freely using 
two different SIM cards. Samsung 
Galaxy's A7 provides easy access to Inter-
net via Wi-Fi 

Samsung Galaxy A5
Samsung presents Galaxy A5 with no 
plastic at all and takes on the new Alumini-
um Metal frame instead. Samsung Galaxy 
A5 is designed for the class who takes 
social networking much more seriously 
and like to take their own selfies. Like its 
brother Samsung Galaxy A3, the specifica-
tions does not ring any bells but it is also 
not an object of  scorn, considering the 
superior unibodymetallic frame Samsung 
A3 is claimed as the thinnest smartphone 
company has ever made. Samsung's 
Galaxy A3 bears a 5.0 inch display and is 
powered by a 1.2 GHz powerful 
Quad-Core processor along with 2GB of  
RAM. Samsung Galaxy's A3 is equipped 
with a 13.0 megapixel camera that'll put all 
the bulky competitors to the rest for good.

Samsung Galaxy A3
Samsung makes Galaxy A3 full metal With 
sleek and sexy looks, the handset is quite 
similar to A5 in overall look and the design. 
Samsung Galaxy A3 is nothing like you 
have ever seen before. The first difference 
that you'll notice is the size of  the beauty. 
The body of  Samsung A3 is consist of  
single frame of  Aluminium rather than the 
molded pieces having sprinkled with the 
Backed plastic on top like Samsung Galaxy 
Alpha and Note 4. It's nothing like compa-
ny's previous phones with detachable back 
cover and removable battery, the body of  
this latest gadget Samsung's Galaxy A3 is 
fully sealed like the latest iphone 6 plus or 
the even the previously hit iphone 5s and 
you cannot remove the battery or separate 
the back cover. 

Samsung Galaxy Note 4
Samsung Galaxy Note 4, A Note3 succes-
sor is actually Samsung Galaxy hot 4 these 
days. The topic of  every tech's discussion 
the gadget is focused on sheer power. 
Samsung's Galaxy Note 4 rumored to be 
the 1st 4k resolution with 5.9 inches 
Curved Screen handset actually holds a 
5.7 inch QHD 2560 x 1440 pixels panel, 
which is the same sized as Note 3 and 
slightly bigger than Galaxy Note 2. Antici-
pated to be unveiled at IFA 2014, 
Samsung Galaxy Note 4's Launch is 
expected no earlier than september 3rd. 
Leaked info suggests the korean manufac-
tured Samsung Note 4 phablet to be 
designed in a revised, new form factor.
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Samsung 
Samsung Galaxy Note 4, A Note3 succes
sor is actually Samsung Galaxy hot 4 these 
days. The topic of  every tech's discussion 
the gadget is focused on sheer power. 
Samsung's Galaxy Note 4 rumored to be 
the 1st 4k resolution with 5.9 inches 
Curved Screen handset actually holds a 

RS.

70,000

Samsung 
Samsung makes Galaxy A3 full metal With 
sleek and sexy looks, the handset is quite 
similar to A5 in overall look and the design. 
Samsung Galaxy A3 is nothing like you 
have ever seen before. The first difference 
that you'll notice is the size of  the beauty. 
The body of  Samsung A3 is consist of  

RS.

30,000

plastic at all and takes on the new Alumini
um Metal frame instead. Samsung Galaxy 
A5 is designed for the class who takes 

brother Samsung Galaxy A3, the specifica

RS.

40,000

Samsung 
Samsung reveals Galaxy A7, A stylish 
smartphone with metallic body, rugged 
corners and endless possibilities. Samsung 
Galaxy A7 is exactly what you need as a 
modern user. A perfect handset for viewing 
email, messaging, watching movies and 
playing exciting games.unlike Samsung 

RS.

 50,000

Samsung 
The latest flagship from Samsung, 
Samsung Galaxy S6 is the extreme 
simplicity of  Metallic design. Equipped 
with 2.3GHz Octa-Core processor, 3GB 
RAM and 4K Ultra HD high-definition 
video recording capabilities, Samsung 
Galaxy S6 is a beast of  a machine ready to 

RS.

70,000

Samsung 
Your eyes must never have seen such glare 
ever. Very well executed Galaxy S6 and 
new Galaxy S6 edge are the most attractive 
smartphone handsets released recently. 
Having all high chances to catch the fancy 
eye of  the public always looking for some
thing unique, any one of  the new Galaxy 
S6 or Galaxy S6 edge will do the magic. 

RS.

90,000
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